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EDITORIAL
This first issue of our newsletter in 2013 will
inform you about the recent developments of our
project.. Or should I say our projects.
projects Because
things are moving forward both at the partnership
level and at the local level, where Partners jointly
plan and implement their specific projects.
We are about halfway in the project
implementation and now seems a good time to
have a look at what has been achieved so far, and
also what is coming up. Indeed, we will soon
organise our mid-term conference,
ence, which will take
place during the Transport Logistic Exhibition in
Munich, from 4 to 7 June 2013. CCP21 Partners
decided to seize that opportunity to put forward
their projects and objectives. We will be present
with a stand in Hall 3 and hold a conference
confe
on
the stand of RheinPorts
ts in the morning of 5 June.
If you want to know what lessons can be drawn
from the project
ect at this stage, and how partners
overcame the barriers of inland port
development, we will tell you all about it on
Wednesday 5 June in Munich!

what ports should strive for in their future
development.
The document is being finalised and should be
available by our mid-term
term conference in Munich.
So far, Partners have agreed to commit to further
improving lobbying activities through EFIP,
relations with sea ports, knowledge on state aid
mechanisms, differentiated port tariffs, shore
side electricity and joint
int awareness creating
events to name a few examples.
TRIGGERING THE MODAL SHIFT
We all know that, before you can come to a modal
shift, you need to work on the mental shift. And
changing mentalities is way more complex than
changing techniques or processes.
process
You need to
approach economic actors and persuade them to
make use of inland
nland waterway transport (IWT). And
for this, you first need to know what the existing
flows of goods are in your region.
region Once you know
what industries, shops, companies, etc. generate
gener
a
lot of flows, you know whom to target.

A LONG TERM VISION
In their study on the economic and environmental
performances of inland ports, Ecorys also
provided recommendations aiming at further
improving these current performances in terms of
sustainability and profitability for cities and
citizens.
Based on this, Partners met in Liège on 6-7-8
6
March to discuss which recommendations are
ambitious enough and realistic at the same time,
to become commitments for the future. The idea
is to develop a long term vision for inland ports,
that will be supported by CCP21 Partners, but also
submitted to other inland ports, with a view to
have shared objectives and a common vision as to

The mapping of flows of goods was the topic of a
meeting organised by the Port of Lille, where the
final results of their CMDU study on existing flows

were presented. The meeting brought together
other Partners involved in city distribution
projects or activities: the Port of Utrecht with its
Bierboot, the Port of Paris with its Franprix
initiative and the activities of Vert chez Vous, and
the Port of Brussels, which aims at developing a
network of city distribution platforms.
Many external experts also attended the meeting
and provided useful insights into how to best
identify the goods that could potentially be shifted
to IWT.
Two major lessons learned stood out as main
conclusions of the meeting. The first one would
that you should always focus on the mental shift
of the owner the goods, who might not be the
buyer or recipient for instance. If the producer still
owns the goods in the transport phase,
approaching the recipient might not be the most
effective method. The second lesson would be
that, regardless of the need to reach a critical
mass to ensure cost-efficiency of IWT, it remains a
question of individual choices in the end and it
takes one person convinced to start an innovative
city distribution process. So, though mapping the
flows of goods is valuable, and although grouping
these flows if often recommended, a successful
pilot sometimes takes one specific actor who is
willing to be a pioneer. A small-scale pilot running
is often much better than a large-scale feasibility
study!

away. During the ‘Lille Fantastic’ festival, this
proximity allowed them to avoid stock outs! Also,
the company is now able to buy larger quantities,
thereby getting better prices. They also use the
CMDU as a cross-docking platform to facilitate the
export of large packaging, boxes, etc. as well as
empty beer kegs and crates, therefore allowing a
better cash flow management.
NEW PORT IN UTRECHT
On Wednesday 23 January, Utrecht inaugurated
its new port. The Port Of Utrecht is now able to
offer companies in and around Utrecht a
sustainable and innovative multimodal hub for
logistics activities.

FIRST CITY DISTRIBUTION PILOT IN LILLE

This concrete approach is also the one followed by
the Port of Lille in the implementation of the
CMDU project. Before the mapping of goods flows
was finalised, the Port of Lille launched a pilot
with L'Abbaye des Saveurs, a small food
distributor with four stores located in the city
centre, who is now the first partner of the CMDU.
This company is currently using the premises of
the CMDU as outsourced storage place, because
storage space is rare and expensive in the city.
L'Abbaye des Saveurs now has its goods delivered
more quickly, and with a reduction of traffic as
well because they do not have to come from far

Because of its central location, the ambition of the
Port Of Utrecht is to improve the efficiency of
freight transport for sustainable logistics and a
cleaner environment. Multimodality is the key, as
the Port Of Utrecht will lead various projects
aimed at combining and further developing road
transport by water and rail, with the support and
active involvement of both private businesses and
public bodies.
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STEERING GROUP MEETING IN LIEGE

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

On 6, 7 and 8 March, CCP21 Partners met in Liège
with a view to discuss several issues: the
upcoming reporting to the Interreg Programme,
the long term vision mentioned here above, the
organisation of the mid-term conference as well
as the problems encountered in the
implementation of local projects and possible
solutions to overcome them.

The Port of Brussels will celebrate its 20th
birthday this year, under its current status of
public regional body of the Brussels Capital
Region. The seaport of Brussels has been in
existence now for a century but the regional
institution Port of Brussels company was created
in 1993. Of course, the port as such exists since
much longer.

The meeting was also the opportunity to organise
an observer meeting. CCP21 can count on the
valuable inputs of 4 observers: EFIP, the Port of
Antwerp, CRITT and the port of Amsterdam who
recently showed interest in the project and
requested an observer status. Observers are very
valuable to the project as they allow to validate
our actions and can be useful channels to
disseminate the information. They will also be
invited to take part in the upcoming Steering
Group meeting on 6 June in Munich.

Since the middle ages, Brussels has been a major
crossroads for trade and commerce. It was also
here that, in 1835, was inaugurated the first
railroad on the European continent. Since then, it
has naturally become a centre for multimodal
transport.

NEW PASSENGERS INFRASTRUCTURE IN BASEL
The amount of international cruise ships stopping
in Basel increased noticeably over the last few
years. The capacity limit of the existing
infrastructure has been reached. Therefore, the
Swiss contribution within CCP21 consists in the
planning of a new passenger ship terminal in
Basel. The Port of Switzerland also aims at
developing a manual for cost-benefit-analyses of
such a project and preparing transnational
standards for quay infrastructure.
The report of the cost-benefit-analysis of an
additional passenger ship terminal in Basel is now
available. The report shows the necessity of new
infrastructure with a demand analysis.
Additionally the report delivers a first rough
standard for cost-benefit-analysis of additional
infrastructure. On 9 January 2013, a workshop
with the many public and private stakeholders
was organised in order to communicate on the
work completed so far, to discuss the
requirements for the future infrastructure, and to
involve stakeholders in the decision making
process.

Among other things, celebrations will include
various sport events, a family day for the staff, an
evening at the Brussels Parliament, a photo
exhibition on port landscapes and the
enlightening of the central site of the port domain.
The private and public events will of course be
used to further reconnect the port and the city.
Most events will take place between May and
November.
UPCOMING EVENTS
10 April 13:
31/05/13:
4-7/06/13:
05/06/13:

Meeting in Lille on city distribution
Anniversary of the Port of Brussels
in Brussels Parliament
Transport Logistic fair in Munich
CCP21 Conference in Munich

CONTACTS
For further information on CCP21, please contact
the Project Coordinator:
xthirionet@port.irisnet.be
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